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Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu announced the invasion of Gaza on October 29,
2023 by citing a commandment from the Old Testament calling on Israelites to

“go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but
slay both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and donkey.” 

“You must remember what Amalek has done to you, says our Holy Bible,” Netanyahu
said.

Netanyahu declaring invasion: "You must remember what Amalek has done to
you, says our Holy Bible"

1 Samuel 15:3

"Now go and smite Amalek, and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare
them not; but slay both man and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep,
camel and ass" pic.twitter.com/5QF9PkGhjJ

— Michael Tracey (@mtracey) October 28, 2023

Netanyahu’s comments are “an explicit expression of genocidal intent,” Max Blumenthal
said, “painting the Palestinians of Gaza as the biblical Amalekites whose total eradication
was commanded by God as punishment for their sins.”
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Palestinians of Gaza as the biblical Amalekites whose total eradication was
commanded by God as punishment for their sins https://t.co/5g5Oz5sPlC

— Max Blumenthal (@MaxBlumenthal) October 28, 2023

Netanyahu and the Israeli army are getting all hyped up to go and massacre men, women
and children and “erase the memory of them.”

“These animals can no longer live.”

Ezra Yachin, a 95-year-old Israeli army reservist, is seen inciting “every Jew
with  a  weapon”  to  kill  Palestinians  and  “erase  the  memory  of  them”
pic.twitter.com/LUQs0XoR5U

— Middle East Eye (@MiddleEastEye) October 13, 2023

Our  army  hypes  soldiers  up  for  war  with  stories  about  sheep  dogs  protecting  the
innocentbut Israel’s army hypes their soldiers up by telling them to go and slaughter infants.

Israeli politicians openly say they want “biblical” revenge against the Palestinian Amalekites
and are demanding Gaza be destroyed like Dresden and Hiroshima — and Netanyahu is
seeing to it!

The lsraeli aggression on #Gaza Strip:

• Death toll hits 7703.
• 3595 children killed.
• 19,734 injured.
• 1800 missing, including 1000 children.
• 825 atrocities committed. pic.twitter.com/NsDeySYyMV

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

lsrael steps up its attack on Gaza amidst a total collapse of communication
services in the Strip. pic.twitter.com/P11R6hdfpU

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

Headphone warning:

Nonstop insane bombing across Gaza Strip. pic.twitter.com/AOp5NeskvO

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023
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lsraeli  warplanes bomb a house in Khan Yunis camp, southern Gaza Strip.
pic.twitter.com/qgvwlGRoxI

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

Children aren’t supposed to get killed or buried under the rubble. Children
aren’t supposed to become orphaned. Children aren’t supposed to lose their
body  parts.  Chi ldren  aren’t  supposed  to  be  a  bank  of  targets.
pic.twitter.com/PxDHaGYdkF

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

Warning: Graphic Videos below:

lsrael is committing mass war crimes in Gaza Strip amidst a total collapse of
telecommunication services. pic.twitter.com/O56mhEmqYj

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

T h i s  i s  w h a t ’ s  h a p p e n i n g  t o  t h e  c h i l d r e n  o f  G a z a  S t r i p .
pic.twitter.com/Ob2O9vx6fi

— TIMES OF GAZA (@Timesofgaza) October 28, 2023

The  entire  world  is  witnessing  this  insanity  and  they’re  all  watching  how  the  US  is
helping facilitate Israel’s war crimes.

Our “special relationship” is a curse on our nation which has brought us nothing but trouble
for over 70 years. America used to act as a neutral arbiter in the Middle East but now
Antony Blinken and Victoria Nuland have us working to “blot out the memory of Amalek!”

Secretary  of  State  Antony  Blinken:  I  stand  here  as  a  Jew  as  well.  My
grandfather fled pogroms in Russia. My stepfather survived Auschwitz, Dachau
and Majdanek – I understand the horror of Hamas' actions.

–  He  continues  to  attempt  to  place  blame  on  Russia  for  everything.
pic.twitter.com/fFWXyiWG6R

— Russian Market (@runews) October 12, 2023
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Featured image: Netanyahu making a post Shabbat address to the nation (Youtube)
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